
Benefits

• Change management, strategy

and planning around S/4HANA

• Support for implementation, 

including custom training and

education programs

• Ongoing evaluations, analysis

and metrics to ensure successful

adoption

• Access to experts in OCM, SAP

Enable Now and SAP User

Experience Management

Our partners

Related services 

Organizational Change Management

Learning & Development

Process Documentation
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SAP S/4HANA Change 
Management and Technology 
Adoption Services

Empower and enable 
employee success.

Business challenge
With SAP S/4HANA®, extensive software customizations are eliminated in exchange for 
best-in-class standardized processes. But changing the system less to match your business 
means changing your business more to match the system. 

The advantages of this are clear. With added simplicity, power, speed and agility, your 
organization can ingest, connect and understand more data — and create real business 
advantages from the resulting insights. But achieving this new state can be anything but 
straight forward. The promise of this new technology and the changes associated may 
come with some serious growing pains for previous SAP users. 

Our solution
By understanding the potential challenges involved with making the switch to SAP 
S/4HANA, organizations can better prepare for the transition. An effective Organizational 
Change Management (OCM) strategy that encompasses custom education and training 
can help to improve adoption rates, reduce resistance to change and ultimately improve 
your Return on Investment (ROI). 

With more than 30 years of change management and technology adoption expertise, 
Insight’s Digital Innovation team offers the resources, structures and support to make your 
transition to S/4HANA a success. We view your implementation from the perspective of 
your people and work with you to foster a growth-oriented environment that embraces 
change. 

Putting people first 
Our custom S/4HANA Change Management Program for has been developed to address 
the challenges your team will face: 

• End users: Insight helps organizations drive change organically. We conduct

assessments and prevent resistance through education and engagement programs.

• Project teams: Our approach supports project teams with the optimized SAP®

Activate methodology and conducts training to facilitate communication

and education.

• Executives: Our teammates will help your organization gain executive sponsorship

and pinpoint gaps by measuring progress and providing accurate metrics for success. Get started.  
For pricing and information on how to 

get started please contact  

transformationservices@insight.com.
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About Insight
At Insight, we define, architect, implement and manage Insight Intelligent Technology Solutions™ that help your organization run smarter. 
We’ll work with you to maximize your technology investments, empower your workforce to work smarter, optimize your business and create 
meaningful experiences. 

A true end-to-end partner
Today, technology isn’t just supporting the business; it’s becoming the business. At Insight, we help you navigate complex challenges to 

develop fresh solutions and processes. We’ll help you manage today’s priorities and prepare for tomorrow’s needs.


